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Judith Weir (1954) 

 The Art of Touching the Keyboard (1983), 10’ 
 Eve Egoyan, solo piano

Chiyoko Szlavnics (1967) 

 Constellation I-III (2011), 10’ 
 Eve Egoyan, solo piano

Heera Kim (1976) ISCM South Korea

 MEUN II (2015) Canadian Premiere, 7’
 Megumi Masaki, prepared piano

David Brynjar Franzson (1978) ISCM Iceland

 The Cartography of Time (2016) Canadian Premiere, 26’ 
 Vicky Chow, solo piano

Intermission

(Continued on next page)

MUSIC FOR SOLO PIANO
Vicky Chow

Eve Egoyan

Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa

Megumi Masaki

This evening’s concert is generously supported by Deux Mille Foundation.



Hildegard Westerkamp (1946) 

 Klavierklang for piano and stereo soundtrack (2017) World Premiere, 13’
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano and spoken voice

Dr. Irina Hasnas (1954) ISCM Arfa (Romania)

 MELISME (2008) Canadian Premiere, 7’ 
 Eve Egoyan, solo piano

Maike Watson (1989) ISCM South Africa, Young Composer Award Candidate

  Prälüd (2016) World Premiere, 2’ 
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano

Hao-fu Zhang (张豪夫) (1952) ISCM Wallonia (Belgium)

 Lune solitaire et silencieuse (2017) Canadian Premiere, 6’
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano

Kwang-I Ying (應廣儀) (1960) ISCM Taiwan

 Homage to Debussy (2012) Canadian Premiere, 5’ 
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano

Remy Siu (蕭逸南) (1990) ISCM Canada, Young Composer Award Candidate

 Foxconn Frequency (no.2) for one visibly Chinese performer (2015), 20’  
 Vicky Chow, Disklavier or grand piano, MIDI keyboard, 2 projectors, loudspeakers

Intermission

I-lly Cheng (鄭伊里) (1984) Individual Submission, Young Composer Award Candidate

 Submerged in Silence (2013) Canadian Premiere, 9’
 Megumi Masaki, piano, live electronics and image projection

Maja Palser (1984) ISCM Wales (UK), Young Composer Award Candidate

 a cry (2015) Canadian Premiere, 4’ 
 Megumi Masaki, piano and projection of George Minne’s Mother and Child

Shingo Matsuura (松浦 伸吾) (1979) ISCM JFC, Japan Federation of Composers

 Spherical springs (2014) Canadian Premiere, 10’  
 Megumi Masaki, piano

Jana Kmiťová (1976) ISCM Music Centre Slovakia

 Es war einmal ein Baum (2015) World Premiere, 10’ 
 Eve Egoyan, solo piano

Gundega Šmite (1977) ISCM Latvia

 Mercurium (2012) Canadian Premiere, 4’ 
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano

Rodney Sharman (1958)

 Opera Transcriptions: Tristan und Isolde (2013), 7’ 
 Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, piano



JUDITH WEIR
(England, born 1954)

Judith Weir was born to Scottish parents in Cambridge, England. Judith Weir studied composition 
with John Tavener, Robin Holloway, and Gunther Schuller. During the 1990s, she worked as Associate 
Composer with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra. In 2014, she was appointed Master 
of the Queen’s Music, and in 2015, she became Associate Composer to the BBC Singers. She is 
the composer of several operas and has written orchestral music for the BBC Symphony, Boston 
Symphony, and Minnesota Orchestras. Much of her music is available on the NMC, Delphian, and 
Signum labels. She blogs about her cultural experiences at www.judithweir.com.

THE ART OF TOUCHING THE KEYBOARD (1983)   

The title of this music is an over-literal translation of the title of Francois Couperin’s harpsichord tutor of 1716, L’art de toucher 
le clavecin. It seemed appropriate for a piece which begins with the player pressing single keys tentatively, as if encountering 
the instrument for the first time, and ends ten minutes later with the same repeated notes marked ‘confident and relaxed’. In 
the interim, the music, which is in a single continuous movement, demonstrates the many ways in which the piano keys can be 
touched, from the gentlest of strokes to the most vicious of blows.

CHIYOKO SZLAVNICS 
(Canada, born 1967)

Chiyoko Szlavnics is a Canadian composer and visual artist based in Berlin. Her drawings are often 
inspired by sound, and serve as the basis for her compositions. Szlavnics studied at University of 
Toronto’s Faculty of Music and with composer James Tenney. A fellowship grant from the Akademie 
Schloß Solitude brought her to Germany in 1997. Chiyoko Szlavnics’s compositions have been 
performed at new music festivals and independent concerts alike, and have been featured on radio 
and in numerous publications. Her drawings have been exhibited in Europe and Toronto. Her music 
has been released on CD on the World Edition, Another Timbre, and NEOS labels.

CONSTELLATION I-III (2011) 
Szlavnics uses sinewaves as an electronic partner, extending the piano in unique ways. In Constellations, Szlavnics weaves sinewaves 
on top of and through the attack and decay of the piano. Szlavnics makes the piano sound like its pitch is bending (which is impossible 
in reality). European music has been dominated by the piano’s twelve tone fixedness for hundreds of years. Pitch shifting is more akin 
to world music and some contemporary music. Szlavnics does not fight the pitch fixedness of the piano; she plays with its limitations 
and strengths, coaxing it in to a new realm where it is re-imagined as a new instrument. (Eve Egoyan)

COMPOSERS



DAVID BRYNJAR FRANZSON 
(Iceland, born 1978)

David Brynjar Franzson is an Icelandic composer based in New York. Recent projects include the 
release of the Negotiation of Context by Yarn|Wire on WERGO, recorded at EMPAC; longitude, an 
installation based chamber opera in collaboration with the Berlin based Ensemble Adapter; and on 
Matter and Materiality for solo cello and orchestra, for Severine Ballon, Ilan Volkov, and the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra. David co-runs Carrier Records – a label for new and experimental music – 
with Sam Pluta and Jeff Snyder.

THE CARTOGRAPHY OF TIME (2016) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
car•tog•ra•phy

• the science or practice of drawing maps.

of

• expressing the relationship between a part and a whole.

• expressing the relationship between a scale or measure and a value.

time

• the indefinite continued progress of existence and events in the past, present, and future regarded as a whole.

“How is it possible that one should measure time? For the past cannot be measured, as it is gone by; and the future can’t be 
measured because it has not yet come. And the present can’t be measured for it has no extension.” (Wittgenstein)

COMPOSERS (CONT’D)

HEERA KIM 
(South Korea, born 1976)

Heera Kim studied composition and electronic composition with York Höller and Hans Ulrich Humpert 
in Cologne as well as Wolfgang Rihm in Karlsruhe. She attended Cursus 1 & 2 at IRCAM Paris from 
2011 to 2013. She is the winner of Forum Ost & West Prize, Composition Competition of ensemble 
for new music Zurich, BMW Composition Prize, Günter Bialas Competition, Berliner Opernpreis, and 
Toru Takemitsu Award. Her works have been widely performed by Zurich Ensemble for New Music, 
Ensemble Eriprij Apeldoorn, Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre National de Lorraine, 
Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra, Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, Ensemble Interface, and Ensemble 
AsianArt Berlin.

MEUN II (2015) (CANADIAN PREMIERE) 
The title of the work is that of French painter Simon Hantaï’s series. This work was based on the “balance between object and 
space,” a characteristic of Hantaï’s work. I studied how two heterogeneous objects (a piano and small speakers) are in harmony 
with each other and achieve a balance in a single work at the same time. There is a specific installation for the work: Two small 
speakers are placed inside a piano. Various synthesized sounds from the speaker create a resonance with the piano strings as 
the piano pedal is pressed, and a specific sound colour is produced and achieved as a result. (Heera Kim)



HILDEGARD WESTERKAMP
(Canada/Germany, born 1946)

Composer Hildegard Westerkamp focuses on listening, environmental sound, and acoustic ecology. 
She worked with R. Murray Schafer at the World Soundscape Project, is a founding and board member 
of the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology and was long-time editor of its journal Soundscape. She has 
taught courses in Acoustic Communication at Simon Fraser University with colleague Barry Truax 
and has conducted soundscape workshops, given concerts and lectures, and coordinated and led 
Soundwalks locally and internationally. Excerpts of her compositions appear in Gus van Sants’ films 
Elephant and Last Days and most recently, she collaborated on the soundtrack of Nettie Wild’s film 
Koneline. 

KLAVIERKLANG FOR PIANO AND STEREO SOUNDTRACK (2017) (WORLD PREMIERE)
Klavierklang is a sonic-musical journey into the complexities of piano playing. During the past few years, Pianist Rachel Iwaasa 
and I often reflected on the challenging and traumatic, but also inspiring experiences we have had with piano teachers, the 
roles our mothers’ ears played in our musical development, and how much the piano has been both a sanctuary for sonic 
explorations and soundmaking, as well as a site of trauma and discouragement. Ultimately, Klavierklang is a journey towards 
the piano playing we have always loved, into the magic of its sound. (Hildegard Westerkamp)

DR. IRINA HASNAS
(Romania, born 1954)

Dr. Irina Hasnas studied in Bucharest at the Academy of Music “Ciprian Porumbescu” (1973 -1978) in 
the Composition Department with Aurel Stroe, Stefan Niculescu, Alexandru Pascanu, and Nicolae 
Beloiu – all composers belonging to the generation who founded the idea of the national musical 
school in the Romanian and International Cultural Space. After graduating from the Academy, she 
had the opportunity to continue her studies under the composer, Theodor Grigoriu. In 2000, she 
received her doctoral title at the Academy of Music in Cluj-Napoca. Irina Hasnas has been with the 
Romanian National Radio as an editor since 1987.

MELISME (2008) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
This piece for solo piano is set up as a research laboratory and prospect of Romanian ancestral folklore. The two sections, 
parlando and rubato, reflect the reality of improvisation and strictness. In fact, the sections reflect the essence of Doina songs 
and Christmas carols. Specific Romanian folklore is alternated between improvisation and rigor, with the precision of the 
melody and the rhythm. Hasnas was interested in the duality between precision and improvisation. The result of this research 
was a cycle of pieces for chamber ensemble and the work MELISME is part of. This piece is dedicated to the pianist Mr. Remus 
Manoleanu.



MAIKE WATSON
(South Africa, born 1989)

Maike Watson (previously Gevers) is a Cape Townian composer and performer. Throughout her 
childhood, she played a variety of instruments in a variety of genres including classical, jazz, pop, and 
rock. After completing a B.Sc (Mathematics) in 2009, she continued to study music and graduated 
with a M.Mus Cum Laude in 2013 after which she started a business, working as a composer and 
music producer for the film, media, and gaming industry. She has since worked on international 
feature films, pc, Xbox, smartphone, and tablet games. She has also written and arranged music for 
international musicals and local groups.

PRÄLÜD (2016) (WORLD PREMIERE)
Prälüd is a Prelude for solo piano. It is based on the two versions of the octatonic scale. The piece starts with the statement of 
the initial, slightly eerie theme. As this theme grows, it develops into chords and melismas, canonic renditions and intermittent 
gongs. The piece undergoes a momentary but sudden modulation into its complementary octatonic scale before returning to 
the home key and concluding with the opening ideas. The name, a phonetic respelling of the word “prelude” is a comment on 
enharmonic spellings of the octatonic scale - there is no single correct way.

HAO-FU ZHANG (张豪夫) 
(Belgium, born 1952)

Hao-fu Zhang is a composer and tenured professor at the Royal Conservatory of Music of Brussels 
and member of the Belgian Ministry of Culture Contemporary Music Review Committee. He has 
won numerous awards in his career thus far. In 2002 and 2006, he was three times awarded by the 
Belgian Royal Academy of Arts for his works Second String Quartet, Third String Quartet, and La 
Voûte Ethérée for piano. In 2011, Chinese television CCTV dedicated a full documentary to his musical 
career. His works have been performed at festivals of modern music in many countries in Europe, 
North America, and Asia. 

LUNE SOLITAIRE ET SILENCIEUSE (2017) (CANADIAN PREMIERE) 
Its title, Lonely, Silent Moon, originates in a verse of The Song of Yangzhou by Jiang Baishi (1155-1221), a poet and musician of the 
Song dynasty. The poet expressed his melancholy after a visit to the famous historical city of Yangzhou during the winter of 
1196. The changes that affected the city caused the loss of its former beauty, which touched him deeply. The idea of the work 
is a thought on the passage of time in a man’s life. This piece is my own way of representing the “moonlight” - a tribute to two 
respectful grandmasters, Beethoven and Debussy.

COMPOSERS (CONT’D)



KWANG-I YING (應廣儀)
(Taiwan, Republic of China, born 1960)

Prof. Ying is the author of The Structure of Chopin Nocturnes-after 1840, Cultivation of Music in 
Five Years, and Notes of Mind, and is currently on the faculty at National Sun Yat-sen University in 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Her compositions have been performed in numerous recitals in the USA as well 
as in France, Germany, and Asia. A critic from the Washington Post wrote, “…pianist Ying, Kwang-I 
gracefully and elegantly opened the evening with her 1985 work Moods. These five delightful, short, 
but by no means insignificant gems explore a delicate world of pianistic colors and ideas.” She has 
received the grant from the National Culture and Arts Foundation.

HOMAGE TO DEBUSSY (2012) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
For Debussy’s 150-year birthday, all the pitch materials are from the letters of the title Homage to Debussy. The letters would be 
translated to digitals and then to pitches’ name. For example: the first letter of Debussy is a “d”. After turning it to a different 
side and angle, it could become a “q” which looks close to the digital “9”. With the same idea, the word “Debussy (dEbussy)” 
could become digitals 9362554, then, following the pitch class concept, the pitch-set of “Debussy” would be A,Eb,Gb,D,F,F, and 
E. Every pitch-set, of course, can be modulated, inverted or retrograded. Besides running notes, the parallelism writing also 
occurs in this piece.

REMY SIU (蕭逸南) 
(Canada, born 1990)

Remy Siu is a composer and new media artist based in Vancouver, BC. Recently, his work has involved 
the construction of automated and variable performance apparatuses that employ light, sound, 
software, and the body. He is interested in creating friction and stakes between the performer, the 
interface, and the system through the use of game mechanics and failure. His output spans chamber 
music, dance, theatre, and audio-visual work. He is the co-founder and co-artistic director of Hong 
Kong Exile, and co-founder and manager at the Gold Saucer Studio. He studied at SFU Contemporary 
Arts.

FOXCONN FREQUENCY (NO.2) (2015) 
Foxconn Frequency (no.2) for one visibly Chinese performer investigates the consequences of disconnecting action and labour 
from sound. Using the poetry of Xu Lizhi—a former Foxconn worker—as a structural blueprint to move through a series of 
dictations and testings, the piece seeks to create a space for failure and stakes. The work is a re-examination of the concert 
music apparatus, borrowing elements from video games, electronic music, and contemporary theatre to construct a different 
kind of performance experience. A collaborative approach was taken to tailor the system to the performer’s body.



COMPOSERS (CONT’D)

I-LLY CHENG (鄭伊里)
(Taiwan, born 1984)

I-lly Cheng started her piano and cello studies at the age of 5 and 10. Besides the profound influences 
from her classical music background, she has been researching and writing works comprising 
electronics, soundscape, video, and installations. She is interested in creating works that transmit 
the expression of musicality and touch the audience. I-lly received her bachelor’s degree in piano at 
National Taiwan University of Arts, her master’s degree in Composition at National Taiwan Normal 
University, and second master’s degree in Live Electronics at Conservatorium van Amsterdam. She 
was a resident composer at Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris in 2014. For more information, please 
visit: i-llycheng.com.

SUBMERGED IN SILENCE (2013) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
對錯。On/Off 。 。Inside/Outside 。內外
動靜。Motion/Stillness 。    。Rapid/Inert 。快慢
強弱。Violent/Gentle 。       。Thick/Thin 。厚薄
遠近。Distant/Imminent 。   。Sparse/Dense 。疏密
虛實。Empty/Solid 。        。Shine/Rain 。晴雨
呼吸。inhale/exhale 。         。High/Low 。高低

MAJA PALSER
(Wales, born 1984)

Maja Palser, born in Basel (Switzerland), is of Welsh/Swiss heritage and has been living in Cardiff for 
over 13 years. She studied at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama under Peter Reynolds, 
graduating in 2011. Maja is interested in the physiological and spiritual aspects of music, and her 
work explores the impact of music on the body and mind. Her pieces are widely performed in Wales, 
Israel, and Armenia. In 2015, she was commissioned by Canolfan Gerdd William Mathias for Wales 
International Piano Festival and Pro Art Agency for HA-SS Festival in Armenia.

A CRY (2015) (CANADIAN PREMIERE) 
a cry was written in 2015, as the refugee crisis was unfolding across Europe. It was inspired by a charcoal drawing by George 
Minne, himself a refugee, on a wall of the house he was staying at in the Welsh town of Llanidloes during World War I. It takes 
its title and pitch material from the Welsh hymn tune, Llef (a cry), which its composer wrote in response to his brother’s death. 
It has a lullaby-like quality -  its subdued nature conveys a calm after the storm which is full of grief and loss.



SHINGO MATSUURA (松浦 伸吾)
(Japan, born 1979)

Shingo Matsuura was born in Kyoto, Japan. He studied composition with Kei Kondo and Yoko Kubo in 
the graduate school of Osaka College of Music. He also studied Bandoneon with Nestor Marconi in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Shingo won the second prize for composition (orchestral work) at the 71st 
Japan Music Competition in 2003, and the first prize at the 2nd International Alkema Composition 
Contest in 2014. He was a researcher with a fellowship at The Rohm Music Foundation from 2005 to 
2007 and is presently a lecturer of composition and musical theory at Osaka College of Music.
http://shingo-matsuura.net

SPHERICAL SPRINGS (2014) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
This piece was composed from my carefree imagination of spherical springs. Springs that well up suddenly in empty space may 
be spherical. Can the form of springs be maintained as the amount of water increases? The impression of these springs will vary 
due to the action of lights, winds, gravitations, or something that wells up suddenly. This piece has two sections, one is seeing 
many springs from far away and another is watching a spring nearby.  (Shingo Matsuura)

JANA KMIŤOVÁ
(Slovakia, born 1976)

Jana Kmiťová studied piano and composition with Jozef Podprocky and Melánia Hermanova at the 
Konservatorium in Kosice. She then attended the Highschool for Musical Arts in Bratislava, continuing 
her studies in composition with Martincek. She also studied at the Musical Univerity of Vienna where 
she graduated, receiving an award of honour. Since then, she has been living in Vienna. She was 
invited to the Takefu Music Festival in 2001, 2003 and 2004, and she won an international prize for 
composition in 2003. 

ES WAR EINMAL EIN BAUM (2015) (WORLD PREMIERE)
This musical creation originates from a series of compositions dealing with things which seem to be natural for everyone – like 
a sheet of white paper, a pencil, a raindrop, a tree. These things surround us and we don’t pay much attention. But all these 
unimpressive objects contain a kind of magic, a secret, a particular story that speak to us. Working on this piano piece was 
listening to such expressions, listening to the words of a tree and my response to them. Perhaps this composition will promote 
perceiving these things with more awareness: more carefulness, more humility and more gratitude. ( Jana Kmiťová)



GUNDEGA ŠMITE
(Latvia/Greece, born 1977)

Gundega Šmite graduated from the composition department at Jazeps Vītols Latvian Academy of 
Music (Master’s degree in 2007). In the 2005/2006 academic year, she studied at the Jean Sibelius 
Academy of Music with Veli-Matti Puumala. She is a lecturer in the Latvian Music Academy. She has 
been a Chairperson of the Latvian Composers’ Union. In 2012, she earned a doctoral degree in arts for 
her musicological research which concerns the relationship between music and text in contemporary 
choral music. She has won numerous prizes and her works have been performed in prominent 
contemporary music festivals including Klangspuren, Time of Music, and Baltic Sea Festival.

MERCURIUM (2012) (CANADIAN PREMIERE)
The composition has been inspired by the two meanings of the word Mercury; as a planet and as a chemical element. Mercury 
is the closest planet to the Sun and thus the warmest one. As a chemical element, Mercury or quicksilver is a liquid-type metal 
that can move in unpredictable directions. Interestingly enough, the planet Mercury’s orbital period around the Sun is 88 days 
and a piano has exactly 88 keys.

RODNEY SHARMAN
(Canada, born 1958)

Rodney Sharman is Composer-in-Residence of Early Music Vancouver’s New Music for Old Instruments. 
He has been Composer-in-Residence of the Victoria Symphony, National Youth Orchestra of Canada, 
Vancouver Symphony, and Composer-Host of the Calgary Philharmonic’s New Music Festival, Hear 
and Now. In addition to concert music, Sharman writes music for cabaret, opera, and dance. He 
works regularly with choreographer James Kudelka, for whom he has written scores for Oregon Ballet 
Theatre, San Francisco Ballet, and Citadel Compagnie (Toronto). He was awarded First Prize in the 
1984 CBC Competition for Young Composers and the 1990 Kranichsteiner Prize in Music, Darmstadt.

OPERA TRANSCRIPTIONS: TRISTAN UND ISOLDE (2013) 
In 1989 I began a series of opera transcriptions for piano in response to Michael Finnissy’s Verdi Transcriptions. My long-time 
artistic collaborator Rachel Iwaasa chose the Liebestod, Wagner’s vision of sensuality, longing, and transfiguration. Isolde’s 
final words are among the most famous in all opera: “höchste Lust!”, often translated as “utmost joy!”, but literally “highest 
(sexual) desire”. My transformation is taken note-for-note from the vocal line and orchestral melodies, displacing some notes 
at the octave and altering the original rhythms. This piece was commissioned by Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa through the generosity of 
the Canada Council. (Rodney Sharman)

COMPOSERS (CONT’D)



VICKY CHOW
Canadian pianist Vicky Chow has been described as “one of our era’s most brilliant pianists” (Pitchfork). She is the pianist for the Bang 
on a Can All-Stars and has collaborated with ensembles such as the International Contemporary Ensemble. Her sophomore album  
A O R T A (New Amsterdam Records) was hailed as “a triumph of curation” (Second Inversion). Her recordings of Steve Reich’s 
Piano Counterpoint (Nonesuch) and Tristan Perich’s Surface Image (New Amsterdam Records) were included in the top albums 
of the year lists such as The Rolling Stone Magazine. Vicky Chow is a Yamaha Artist. www.vickychow.com

PERFORMERS

EVE EGOYAN
Eve will be releasing her twelfth solo release in 2018. Her 2009 recording of music by Ann Southam was selected as one of 
Ten Top classical discs by The New Yorker. Eve’s most recent disc of works by Linda Catlin Smith was featured on columnist 
Alex Ross’ Nightafternight playlist. This autumn, Eve will perform solo concerts at Transart, Italy; Unerhörte Musik, Germany; 
Klangspuren, Austria; Schloss Elmau, Germany; and Huddersfield Festival, U.K. in addition to her performance at ISCM2017. 
Eve is currently developing a multimedia project, EarWitness, for which she received New Chapters funding from the Canada 
Council for the Arts. www.eveegoyan.com

RACHEL KIYO IWAASA
Hailed as a “keyboard virtuoso and avant-garde muse” (Georgia Straight) whose “passion, intensity and nuanced playing ... 
manages to instill a sense of dynamic tension and pull to every note” (The Province), pianist Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa is known for 
bold and innovative concerts that have touched the hearts and minds of audiences across Canada, the United States, the 
Netherlands and Germany. One half of the flute/piano duo Tiresias with Mark McGregor, Rachel has also collaborated with 
Yannick Nézet-Séguin, Judith Forst, the Bozzini Quartet, soprano Heather Pawsey, Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Caroline 
Shaw, Richard Reed Parry of Arcade Fire, and multi-media provocateur Paul Wong. www.iwaasa.com

MEGUMI MASAKI
Pianist Megumi Masaki is considered to be a leading and innovative interpreter of contemporary music. She specializes in 
exploring how sound, image, text and movement can be integrated in multimedia works. Megumi frequently collaborates with 
composers, visual artists, writers, and choreographers on interdisciplinary projects involving new technologies to expand and 
recontextualize how concert works for the piano are created, performed and experienced. She has premiered over 80 works 
and has performed across Canada, USA, Europe, and Asia for over 30 years. Megumi is the New Music Ensemble and New Music 
Festival director and Professor of Piano at Brandon University. www.megumimasaki.com




